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Formal Russian

English
Russia today is one of the few Christian countries where Christmas is
celebrated on the 7th day of January. The thing is, the Russian Orthodox
Church didn't switch from the Julian calendar to the new Gregorian one,
therefore its calendar differs from the one used by the rest of the
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Christians by thirteen days.
Before 1918, Christmas was celebrated everywhere in Russia, but after
the 1917 Revolution, it was banned along with its religious celebrations.
Officially, the holiday entered the Russian calendar only seventy-five
years later. Although, even after the Soviet Union broke up, the
dominating family holiday remained to be the New Year, while only a part
of the country started celebrating Christmas, most of which were
Orthodox believers.
In the last decade, Christmas is actively making its way back into the
family traditions of the Russians. The true believers prepare themselves
for the holiday of Jesus Christ's birth by committing themselves to a forty
day Christmas fasting.
The eve of the Christmas holidays, January 6, is called "The Holy Supper."
According to the tradition, one should deny himself food until the first star
rises. When the first star rises in the frosty sky, family members gather
around the table, wish Merry Christmas to each other, and exchange
presents.
The Christmas table requires twelve Lenten dishes, the main of which is
Kutia (a festive porridge made of whole grains, sprinkled with honey with
raisins and nuts).
Today, Christmas in Russia is celebrated in grand fashion with all
necessary religious rituals, all-night Masses, and all-day outdoor
merrymaking with Christmas songs.

Vocabulary
Russian Romanization English

povsemestno everywhere
dominiruyuschij predominating, prevailing

preimuschestvenno mainly
veruyuschij a believer

post fast, fasting
kanun eve

cel'nye zyorna whole grains
razmah scope, range, wingspread
sluzhba work, service; public

worship
gulyanie merrymaking
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Cultural Insight
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